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How many songs did Thyagaraja write? One comes across various numbers: Some claim that he wrote 22,400 songs, equal in number to the slokas in Valmiki’s Ramayana. Others maintain that the number is around 1000. Still others say that only some 800 songs are available. So, I got rather curious and began to list all the songs systematically. I consulted the following well known books on Thyagaraja:


I came up with a total of 710 songs. I must mention that there are some factors that may render this number inaccurate. The first obvious factor is that my search may not be comprehensive. Secondly, there are several songs that are believed to have been composed by others – with Thyagaraja mudra! Why did they do this - to immortalize themselves in a wrong way? Who were these people - clearly they must have been very capable musicians that lived after Thyagaraja’s death (1847) and we know most of them by name! The books referenced above claim a total of 23 songs whose authenticity is doubtful. They are: Abhimanamu ledemi (Andali), Dinme Sudinamu (Latangi), Elara Sri Krishna (Kambhoji), Endu Bayara Daya Inakulathilaka Daya (Dhanyasi), Evarunaru (Malavastri), Ganamurthe (Ganamurthy), Garudagamana (Govari Manohari), Maaravairi (Nasikabhushani), Nata Jana (Simhendramadhyamam), Ni Balama Nama Balama (Anandabhairavi), Paraamukhamelara (Suriati), Paripurna Kama (Hamsabhramari), Parulunu Vedanu (Balahamasa), Raghu- nayaka (Hamsadhwan)i, Rama Namama (Atana), Ranganaaayaka (Sankarabharanam), Saras Netra (Sankarabharanam), Sarasiruha Nayane (Amritavarshini), Tarama Ni Mahima (Kalyani), Vanaja Nayanudani (Kedara Gowla), Vedalenu (Todi), Vinatasuta (Harikambhoji) and Nidu Charana (Simhendramadhyamam).
In any case, the songs available fall into some natural categories. In no specific order, we begin with the set of five matchless, monumental, demanding Carnatic music compositions, namely the \textit{Ghana Raga Pancharatna Kritis}. Whether these were treated as such a set at the time of Thyagaraja is a valid question. The answer that I often come across is "No. They were first so treated by Maharajapuram Viswanatha Iyer in early 20th century".

Two musical operas written by Thyagaraja are available, namely \textit{Nauka Charitram and Prahlada Bhakti Vijayam}. (He is said to have written a third opera "Sita Rama Vijayam" which is not available today). They contain 20 & 42 songs respectively. Nauka Charitram is a light-hearted account of how Krishna goes out on a boat ride with several Gopikas, when the boat gets caught in a storm. I do find this to be a very unique theme among all of Thyagaraja’s works, in that it is rather secular in spirit and not heavy with devotion or vairagya. In fact, we even see traces of romance in some of the songs, which I found nowhere else in his compositions. Nice to know that Thyagaraja was also human!

Then we have the popular, relatively easier set of compositions called \textit{Utsava/Bhajana Sampradaya Kirtanas}. How many songs form this set? My search came up with 29 songs in this category: They are – in sequence: Heechcharikaga Rara (Yadukulakambhoji), Koluvaiyunnade (Devagandhari), Sita Kalyana (Sankarabharanam), Napali Sri Rama (Sankarabharanam), Nagumomu Galavani (Madhyamavati), Jaya Mangalam Nitya Subha Mangalam (Ghanta), Jaya Mangalam Nitya Subha Mangalam (Nadanamakriya), Patiki Haratire (Surati), Sobhane (Pantuvarali), Aragimpave (Todi), Pula Panpu (Ahiri), Badalika Dira (Ritigowla), Uyyala Lugavayya (Nilambiri), Lali Lali Yani Yuchare (Harikambhoji), Lali Lalayya Lali (Kedar Gowla), Rama Sri Rama Lali (Sankarabharanam), Lali Yugave (Nilambiri), Sri Rama Rama Sri Maanasabde Soma (Nilambiri), Rama Rama Rama Lali Sri Rama Rama Rama Laavanya Lali (Sahana), Jo Jo Jo Rama (Ritigowla), Melukovayya (Bhouli), Meluko Dayanidi (Sowrasatra), Raksha Bettare (Bhairavi), Janakinayakunaka Jaya Mangalam (Dhamyasi), Ma Ramachandraunik Jaya Mangalam (Kedarogowla), Patiki Mangala Haarathire Bhamalaara (Arabhi), Lali Gunasarali (Kedarogowla) and Makulamunikahapara Mosagila Nuku Mangalam Subha Mangalam (Surati). Please note that 3 of the above are also counted in Nauka Charitram or Prahlada Bhakti Vijayam operas.

Next, there is a set of songs referred to as \textit{Divya Nama Kirtanas}, which number a total of 75 according to Kalluri Veerabhadra Sastry. Most of them are about Sri Rama, with a couple being about Tulasii etc. In terms of musical sophistication and complexity, I would think they rank between Utsava/Bhajana Sampradaya kirtanas and the ‘formal kritis’ (heavy weights!). They range from simple songs like Dasaratha Nandana (Asaveri) to stately ones such as Re Maanasu Chintaya, Sri Ramaam (Todi).

Among the remaining ‘formal kritis’, one can identify a number of groups of kritis. For instance, there are the \textit{Sthala Compositions} written when Thyagaraja was visiting various places (generally around temples). Among them are the well known Pancharatnas (sets of 5 kritis): Sriragam Pancharatnas in praise of Lord Rangaraju/Ranganatha; Lalgudi Pancharatnas in praise of Goddess Sri Lalitha (the Sanskrit name for Lalgudi is Tapas Tirtha, which appears in the kriti lyrics); Thiruvottiyur Pancharatnas in praise of Tripura Sundari (when Thyagaraja visited Vina Kuppayar at Thiruvottiyur, 6 miles north of Chennai); Kovur Pancharatnas in praise of Lord Siva/Sundareswara (when Thyagaraja visited Sundara Mudaliar at Kovur, 15 miles south of Chennai). At a few other places, Thyagaraja composed songs in praise of the local deity, although not in sets of 5. For instance, he composed 3 songs in Kanchi, 2 songs in Tirupati and 1 song at the Parthasarathy temple at Thiruvallikkeni in Chennai.

There is another interesting Pancharatna termed as \textit{Narada Pancharatan}. They consist of the following 5 songs related to Divine Sage Narada: Narada Ganalola (Atana), Naradaguruswami (Darbar), Sri Narada Muni (Bhairavi), Sri Narada Nada Sasasiruha (Kaanada), Vara Narada (Vijaya Sri).

Of course, one can go on driven by one’s own fancy and come up with various other classes of songs such as Songs about Rama, Songs about other Gods/Goddesses, Songs about People, Songs about his own Life, Songs of Longing and Pleading, etc etc. I shall not bore you with such exercises. But one class does seem to have some merit, namely \textit{Songs about Music & Musicians}. Thyagaraja composed a number of beautiful songs about nature of music – swaras, tala, laya-, about musicians that he revered, about how music should be sung, about how it originates in the human body as well as the concepts of primordial form of sound and music, namely Nada. The ones that I could identify are: Nada lolundai (Kalyana Vasanatham), Nadopasanache (Begada), Nada Tanum (Chittaranjani), Nada Sudha Rasam (Arabhi), Swara Raga Sudha (Sankarabharanam), Vidulaku Mrkkedaa (Mayalawagowla), Raga sudha rasa (Andolika), Samaja Varagamana (Hindolam), Mokshamu Galada (Saramati) and Vararagalaya (Chenchukambhoji).

Having spent this much time on getting an idea of the totality of songs that Thyagaraja wrote, let us now look at the \textit{Ragas} that he composed in. According to my count, he composed in 215 ragas. I constructed the following graph to show some of the ragas in which he composed 10 or more songs.
It is interesting to see that Sankarabharanam tops the list, followed by Todi. Were these Thyagarja’s favorite Ragas? In a conversation with Sanjay Subramanian, he cautioned me about such conclusions: One must keep in mind that these numbers include simpler kirtanas (of which there are quite a few in Sankarabharanam) as well as heavy kritis. If one looks at the weightier compositions, Todi would be first.

Of the remaining, there are:
9 kritis each in Asaveri, Ghanta and Surati;
8 kritis each in Balahamsa and Dhanasyasi;
7 kritis each in Huseni, Kambhoji and Saranga;
6 kritis in Nilambari;
5 kritis each in Desya Todi, Gowlipantu, Sri Ranjani, Sudhasaveri and Yamuna Kalyani;
4 kritis each in Ahiri, Anandabhairavi, Kannada, Mayamalava Gowla and Narayanas Gowla;
3 kritis each in Bangala, Devamanohari, Janaranjani, Jayamanohari, Kuntalavarali, Nayaki, Purvachandrika, Purvikalayani, Sri and Suddha Bangala;
2 kritis each in Abhogi, Abhigiri, Kalyani, Chakravakam, Chandrayoti, Chayataryangi, Garudadhvani, Gowri Manohari, Hamsadhwani, Hindolam, Isamanohari, Jagannohani, Kaanada, Kalavati, Kalyana Vasantam, Kannadagowla, Kantamani, Kedara, Khamas, Kiranalavi, Kokiladhvani, Latangi, Malavasri, Nandamakriya, Narayani, Natu, Natakurani, Navarasa Kannada, Phalamanjari, Ragapanjaram, Ravichandrika, Salaga Bhairavi, Sama, Simhendramadhymam, Sindhuramakriya, Sudha Desi and Vasanta Bhairavi;

All the above analysis is based on the available number of kritis, which is 710. What if really Thyagaraja wrote 22,400 kritis? Our results might very well be turned upside down! So, we should be cautious in translating these results to Thyagaraja’s personality and preferences.

Even if one would dispute the 22,400 number, there are 2 very specific issues that I want to bring to your attention. Thyagaraja himself in his own songs refers to (1) Sata Raga Ratna Malika and (2) Kirtana Susatka. The first comes from the song “Raga Ratna Malika che” in Ritigowla raga. It refers to a garland of 100 kritis in 100 ragas. Do we know what songs and ragas these are? The second phrase comes from the song “Aparaadhamula noorva” in Vanali raga. In it, he pleads that he, who composed a set of 100 good songs, should be saved. Again, which are these songs? Is it possible that Thyagaraja is using these phrases in a loose way, saying 100 for ‘many’?

Elsewhere I read that Thyagaraja composed in all 72 melakarta ragas. I have to recheck carefully, but I don’t think my collection has them all. Are the others simply lost?

And then there is the question of the dates of various compositions. When did Thyagaraja write which song – date/month/year? At least do we know the sequence in which the songs were written? Which were during his early years, which years during his middle age and which when he was a ripe old man? Other than a few examples, my readings did not reveal much in this direction. Given that Thyagaraja had several students that faithfully copied down the lyrics and swaras of each end every song in a very systematic way, could they not have noted down the date of compositions in some corner? Or did they? I’d only love to know!

As is often the case, when one begins to ask hard questions about the
great man that lived but only 150 years ago – when even photography was available in its early days! – I find myself with more questions than answers. Disheartening at first. But then… sometimes, is it not better to think about some questions rather than be fed with lots of answers? May be.

Finally, I must remind myself that real purpose of music is not to be written about, not to be thought about – it is to be heard. It is to be affected in one’s body and mind and soul (if there is one). It is to be carried to higher heights of purity, excellence and inspiration. It is to feel the gratitude to Thyagaraja – the creator and to the Musician – for rendering it today; for Providence – for willing us to listen.

So, I started to make my own collection of renderings of Thyagaraja’s songs – as many as I could lay my hands on, but all in vocal style, as I like to listen to the words as well. I did not want to be limited to only my favorite singer(s) – for, all trained musicians interpret and celebrate Thyagaraja in their own unique, scholarly and human ways.


I have been able to record a total of 348 songs on some 25 tapes. If you like to copy them, please do get in touch with me. I will be happy to share them with you – all admirers of Thyagaraja are friends, by my definition! The sound quality is mostly OK, although sometimes poor. But then, it is Thyagaraja’s music and rendered by some the best musicians of our times. Diamonds keep their value even in dirty mines, don’t they?

[Srabhakar Chitrarp is a lover of music, language and philosophy. He contributes frequently to Sruti’s publications.]
Where Mythology meets History  
Sri Thyagaraja’s Meeting with Saint Narada  
T. Sarada

World over, great persons are the subjects of biographies. At the same time there are also tales about them that are more like myths than history; India is no exception to this. The following story, on Sri Thyagaraja, is one of those. It is more in the realm of myth than history.

Sri Thyagaraja, as we all know, devoted his entire life to Bhakti and worship through songs. What shaped his life is the stuff of myths and it goes like this.

As a boy, Thyagaraja learned about music from his maternal grandfather, Vina Sri Kalahasti Iyer, his first guru, who gave Thyagaraja many books, (scripts) related to music. The collection, notably, contained “Naradiyam”. Thyagaraja had many doubts while reading this and so was constantly thinking about it. He would pray to Narada, since he believed that Narada was the only person to remove his doubts about this script. How his doubts were cleared is described as follows in different accounts with minor alterations.

One day, when Thyagaraja was getting ready for an oil bath, a stranger, a “yatiswara”, came and told him that he had come a long way to listen to Thyagaraja’s singing. Thyagaraja obliged him and asked him, later, to eat in his house before going away. The stranger, there upon, gave him some manuscripts (inscriptions on palm-leaves, during those days) for safekeeping. He told Thyagaraja that he would take a bath in the river and return for eating. He never returned. Very unhappy that this had happened, Thyagaraja searched everywhere and asked everyone he met but no one had even seen the visitor. Thyagaraja did not eat that day and went to bed hungry, tired and sad. In this state, when he was dozing, he had a vision of Sri Narada appearing before him and telling him that it was he, Narada, who came to see him earlier that day. He was, further, told that the manuscript was the famed musicology book, “Swararnavam” which would clear all Thyagaraja’s doubts about music and was meant for him. Narada then blessed him telling that from then on Thyagaraja would live a life of devotion, continue with the mission of spreading both music and worship of God through music.  

Sri Thyagaraja, in gratitude, wrote songs, acknowledging this rare gift and blessings from Sri Narada. A partial list of songs and references to Narada in is compositions are given here. Narada Gana Iola, in Athana, Sri narahamuni, in Bharavi, Naradamuni in Pantuvarati, Narada guru, in Dharbar, Vara Narada, in Vijayasri, Sri Narada in Kanada and so on. Then there are, also, numerous references to Narada, in many of his com-
positions. (1,2,3)

The details given in all these stories appear like authentic documentations. Maybe, there was an unaccountable visit from a totally unknown person. Maybe, people really believed that in the lives of great Bhaktas nothing was impossible. Maybe, it helped people those days to understand why Thyagaraja wrote so many songs on Narada. The question still is, how did Thyagaraja get the script of “Swararnavam”? Why does he single out Narada to write so many songs on him when all his other songs are on traditionally worshipped deities?

Sources.

[T. Sarada, a member if the Library Committee, is an admirer of all classical arts.]

Sri Thyagaraja Aradhana Utsavam  
Sreesudha Palepu

Every year on pushya-bahula panchami day. Which falls in the period of December-January February, Carnatic music lovers, and musicians alike, gather in Thiviyaru, in Tamil Nadu to pay their respect to the great composer Sri Thyagaraja. This festival is known as Thyagaraja Aradhanotsavam.

Tanjore district, Tamil Nadu. is a very beautiful place with lofty temples, music and dance. Like any other nice village in India, Thiruvayar, a village in this district is blessed with serene atmosphere, beautiful paddy fields and rivers flowing nearby. Sri Thyagaraja's parents moved to this place when Thyagaraja was approximately eight years old. He lived here all his life.

Sri Thyagaraja was born in a village called Thiruvarur, also in Tanjore district. Perhaps it is a coincidence or the soil itself is blessed by
Gods that the three most revered composers of Carnatic music tradition, Sri Thyagaraja, Sri Syama Sastri and Sri Muthuswami Dikshitar were all born here.

It is believed that Sri Thyagaraja was born in 1767, as the third son of Sri Ramabrahmam and Seethamma. The then Tanjore king, Thulajaji was a great patron of arts and music and he was very generous to Sri Ramabrahmam. Sri Ramabrahmam earned his living by giving giving religious discourses in Ramayana and singing bhajans. Thyagaraja, as a child participated in all the activities of his father. During one of the daily poojas, Tyagaraja sang NAMO NAMO RAGHAVAYA ANISAM in the raga DESIYA THODI a kriti which he composed spontaneously. Hearing this kriti Sri Ramabrahmam brought Thyagaraja to the great guru Sri Sonti Venkataramanayya for additional musical training. From then Saint Thyagaraja composed hundreds of kritis on his favorite God Lord Sri Rama who was a hero, a friend and everything else to him.

Thyagaraja passed away in 1847. Thyagaraja did not have sons. He had a daughter. After his death his remembrance ceremonies every year were performed by his grand son. This got discontinued after the grand son’s death. It was at this time that the disciples of Saint Thyagaraja, the Umayalpuram brothers continued the ceremonies, with singing of Sri Thyagaraja’s songs. This was the beginning of the Aradhana festival, in their native village. But at Tiruvayyaru, it was the Tillaistanam brothers (Narasimha Bhagavatpur, Panchu Bhagavatpur) who were the disciples of Tillaistanam Ramu Iyengar, who in turn was the direct disciple of Thyagaraja who carried on the tradition of Thyagaraja Aradhanotsavam.

Thyagaraja Aradhanaotsavam is done all over the world now, where ever there are Carnatic music lovers. Anyone interested in paying homage to the composer can participate in these Aradhanaotsavams. Musicians who can play instruments like veena, violin, mridangam, ghatam can perform. The high point of this festival is unchavritti, wherein all senior musicians walk on the streets of the village singing Sri Thyagaraja’s songs just as he did during his life.

Dweller of The Milky Ocean: Two Compositions of Sri Thyagaraja
T. Sarada

Following his moods but not changing his goal of constantly reminding himself and everyone else about Bhakti, Sri Thyagaraja often chose a theme to elaborate on, but used different styles to do so. We saw one such pair last year, in “Nagumomu”. (Please see Sruti Aradhana 2002 issue). A second example of such twin compositions, is, “Kshira Sagara”. As in the previous case, one of these is a kriti in Devagandhari, with plenty of scope for elaborating on the music aspects, using embellishments. It allows enjoyment of not only the lyrics but the melody also. The second, in contrast, is a Utsava Sampradaya Kirtana in the raga Anandabhairavi. This is a prayer in verse. The only purpose of this piece is to concentrate on the words, with feelings of Bhakti. It is not meant for showing off the musical scholarship or prowess of the singer. With clever selection of words and using either intimacy or formality of the language, Sri Thyagaraja can lead the singer and the listener into the path he chooses. The results are always exhilarating and fulfilling, in totally different ways.

Here are the two compositions with their meanings.

The Utsava Sampradaya Kirtana, Kshira Sagara
Ragam, Anandabhairavi, Talam, Jampa.

Pallavi
Kshirasagara vihara Aparimita gora padaka vidhara
Kurajananaga vidhura niga ma sanchara sundhara sarira (Kshira)
Caranas
1. Satamaha hita vibhanga Sirama samanaripu sannutanga
SriRamanava anharanga janakaya sruingara jalaala brunga (Kshira)
2. Rajatiraja vesha Sirama ramaniyakara subhusha
Rajanuta lalitabhasha SriThyagarajadi Bhakta bhosha (Kshira)
Meaning. In this song it would appear that Sri Thyagaraja is directly addressing Rama and so the simplest way to translate is to highlight his intent.

Pallavi
Oh, player on the milky ocean! Remover of the endless and heinous sins! Keeper of the cruel people at a distance! Dweller and traveler in the spiritual literature, You have a beautiful appearance!

Charanas
Oh, destroyer of the enemies of Indra! Sri Rama, you are worshipped by Siva! You are intimate with those who seek you! You are like the bee that is buzzing around the lotus of Love of Janaka’s offspring!
You came in the garb of a great king of kings! You are decorated with
beautiful jewels on your arms! You are praised by kings! You have sweet speech! You are the protector of Bhaktas like Sri Thyagaraja!

Given the above thoughts spoken in a formal poetic language, Sri Thyagaraja shows clearly that this song meant for worship and as entertainment. There is, hence, no scope to get distracted with the music. The music is incidental and is just a vehicle for the prayer like verses. He also uses the tradition of writing kirtanas here and thus the song has only multiple charanas and but does not have the pallavi, anupallavi and charanam format of a typical kriti.

In contrast to the formal sounding Kirtana, “Kshira sagara vihara”, his second composition, “Kshira sagara sayana”, in Devagandhari is a celebration of the intimacy and joy he feels in seeking and demanding Srirama’s attention. This song, therefore, gives plenty of scope for raga and Bhava elaborations.

**The Kriti, “Kshirasagara sayana”**

Raga, Devagandhari. Tala, Adi

**Pallavi**

Kshira sagara sayana nannu chitalabetta valena Rama (Kshira)  
Anupallavi  
Varana rajunu brovanu vegame vachinadi vinnanura Rama (Kshira)  
Caranam  
Narimaniki jirlichinadi nade ne vinnanura  
Deerudou Ramadasuni bandhamu dirchinadi vinnanura  
Nirajakshiki niradi datina ni kirtini vinnanura  
TarakaNama Thyagarajanuta dayato nelukora Rama (Kshira)

**Meaning**  
Once again, in the song Sri Thyagaraja is directly addressing Srirama but the language is informal, a true spoken language showing the intimacy and personal relationship he feels.

**Pallavi**

As the one who is reposing on the milky ocean, Rama, have you to make me suffer in grief?

**Anupallavi**

I (have) heard that you came so fast to protect the king of elephants, Gajendra

**Charanam**

I (have) heard long back that (you) gave saris to Draupati. I (have) heard that you released the earthly bondages of the steadfast Sri Ramadas. I also (have) heard the glory of your crossing the ocean for the sake of the lotus eyed (Sita). You are the one with the ever protecting and redeeming name and you are worshipped by Thyagaraja! Protect me with grace and mercy!

With alternating awe and intimacy and with selected reminiscences like these, expressed in an informal and intimate tone who can resist being swayed by the lyric? Who can resist playing with the musical notes, raga sancharas and dwell on the twists and turns unique to the composition? Also, every music lover would remember the sancharas in the caranam especially with the words, “taraka Nama, Thyagarajanuta”, if nothing else.

**References.**

1. The Spiritual Heritage of Thyagaraja. C. Ramanujachari and Dr. V. Raghavan. Sri Ramakrishna Mutt. Chennai. 1958

---

**Uthsava Sampradaya Keertanas**

A great devotee of Lord Rama, Thyagaraja is believed to have composed over 2000 songs mostly in Telugu and some in Sanskrit. Simple, beautiful and soul stirring, his style appeals to the layman and the scholar alike. The Uthsava Sampradaya Keertanas composed by Thyagaraja, of which there are twenty-seven, deal with rituals associated with traditional worship and are sung in devotional congregations. These musical pieces, set to very simple classical ragas, are rendered as a group on the occasion of Thyagaraja Aradhana. Some of them are given below.

**Melukovaiya**  
Raga: Bowlui, Tala:Jampa

**Pallavi**

Melukovaiya mam meluko Rama melaina Seetha sametha na bhagyama

**Charanams**

naradadulu ninnu kori nee mahimalev 
varigapadu sunnaripudu - thella 
varaga vachinadi sri rama navaneetha 
kshiramulu baguga naragimpanu vega 
rajarajeshwara parajamukha saketha 
raja sathguna thyagarajanutha charana 
rajanaya vibudha gana rajadulella ninu 
poojimpa gasina reejagamu palimpa
Hecharika
Raga: Yadhukulakambhoji, Tala: Jampa
Pallavi
hecharika kaaraaraa he raamachandhrara
hecharikakaaraaraa he suguna saandhraraa
Ampallavi
pachchavil thuni kanna
paalitha surendhraa
Charanam
ninuchooda vachchu bagi nigarambu chiluka
manaSu ranjilla nee maHimalanu paluka
minuvaaSulella virulanu chaala jiluka
gana thyaaga raaju ganu kona muththu kuluga
******
Seetha Kalyana Vaibhogame
Raga: Sankarabharanam, Tala: Jampa
Pallavi
seetha kalyana vaibhogame
raamaa kalyaNa vaibhogame
Charanams
pavanaja sthuthi paathra paavama charithra
ravisoma vara nethra ramaneeya gaathra
bhaktha jana paripaala paritha sarajaala
bhuukthi mukthitha leela bhooodeva baala
nigamaagama vihaara nirupama sareera
nagadha raaga vidhaara natha logaadhaara
paramesanutha geetha bhavajaladhi bhodha
tharani kula sanjaatha thyagarajanutha
******
Koluvaiyunnaade
Raga: Devagandhari, Tala: Adi
koluvaiyunnaade kodhandapaani
Salalitha madhulai saaregu seelulai
Valachuchu kori vachi Sevimpaga
udu raajamukudu seshasayyapaini chelangaga gani
puda mikumari sugandhamu pooya namminavaaralake
kada kantini korina varamiyya thyaagaraaja nenarutha
adukadugugu madupula nandheeya sree raamayya

Sobhane
Raga: Panthuvaraili, Tala: Rupakam
vadhanadhityuthi jitha soma - vasudha maanasa kaama
madha maanava gana bheema - maamphaahi sree raama
Sobhane, Sobhane
janakasutha hruth ramana - jamadhapsi naathha haana
pranathaaka nala varana - paahimaam muni charana
vikalitha mohapaada - vidhu koti sankaasa
bhagavan sakalaal deesaa - paahi paapa vinaasa
vara thyaaga raajanutha - vaarja sambhava dhaatha
parama kalyana yutha - paahi maam subha charitha
******
Nagumomu
Raga: Madhyaamaavathi, Tala:Adi
Pallavi
Nagumomu galavani nna manoharuni
jagamelu surooni janaki varuni
Samashti Charanams
devadi devuni divya sundaruni
Sree vasudevuni Seetha raaghvuni
nirmaala kaaruni nikilaaga haruni
dharmadhi mokshamuhc dayacheyu ganuni
bhodhadho palumaru poojinchu nenu-- aa
raadhinuthu Sree thyuaga raaja saannahuni
******
Pathiki Haratheere
Raga: Surati, Tala: Adi
Pallavi
Pathiki haaratheere ------ Seetha
Ampallavi
athi mruduthara sathyaa bhashanuniki
akhilanda sadhunuki Seetha
Charanam
rajaviibhakara rjadhrama
rjasukhaja virajuluchoodaka
rajamanamagu kajulu ghallana
rajitha thyaaga rjanuthu neeki
Stories Behind 'Endaro Mahanubhavulu'
T. Sarada

There are different versions of stories circulating in the music circles and quoted by music lovers as to what prompted Sri Thyagaraja to write "Endaro mahanubhavulu". In the recent Telugu movie on Sri Thyagaraja, the incidence was portrayed as follows. Sri Thyagaraja was invited by the then Tanjore king to sing in his presence and Sri Thyagaraja, of course, politely refused as it was against his principle. But his Guru, Sri Sonti Venkataramanayya wanted him to sing and Sri Thyagaraja could not dis-obey his guru. He, therefore, agreed to do so in a public place where many great music exponents had assembled to participate in the events of the day. During his turn, Sri Thyagaraja wanted to acknowledge the collective greatness of all those assembled and sang, "Endaro mahanubhavulu".

The second story is much older.¹ and is believed to be documented. At one time in his life Sri Thyagaraja was visited by two great musicians who were also Bhaktas of renown. One was Shadkala Govindha of Kerala and the other was Sri Ramadas who resided in Varanasi. They were both musicians of outstanding fame and were, also, great Bhaktas. Both came to Thiruvayyaru at the same time since, it appears that the timing was prompted by dreams that they had, to go and see Sri Thyagaraja. According to the legend, Sri Rama, the chosen deity of Sri Thyagaraja wanted to show Sri Thyagaraja that he was not alone in his life mission but there were many others who were pious and devoted. The three met and discussed music and sang songs to entertain and discuss their life mission. Sri Thyagaraja, then, realized the purpose of the meeting: that there were many such Bhaktas, besides him who used music as the vehicle to express love of God and propagate Bhakti Margam. It was in this context that he sang spontaneously, "Endaro mahanubhavulu".

The second story also appears in a slightly different form.² It says that Shadkala Givindha Marar of Kerala visited Thiruvayyaru and sang for Sri Thyagaraja. He was a musician of outstanding talent and was well versed in many instruments and some he could play simultaneously. His capacity to sing pullavis in six tempos earned him the epithet, "Shadkala". After hearing his prowess in manipulating the rhythm aspects of his selections and so on, Sri Thyagaraja asked his students to sing his earlier composition, "Endaro", to honor Sri Givindha Marar.
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SRUTI Concert Tapes

Following is a list of Sruti concert tapes available for distribution among the patrons of Sruti. To receive any of these tapes, email your request to viji_swaminathan@hotmail.com. The year of the concert and the number of cassettes (within parentheses) are given. Prices for Sruti members (unless noted otherwise) are: $10 for a two-cassette set and $15 for a three-cassette set. Non-members should add $2 to the cost of each set. Please add $2.00 per set for shipping & handling.

1. M.L. Vasanthakumari
   Kanyakumari (Violin), Ramnad Raghavan (Mridangam) 1986(2)

2. Kadiri Gopala Reddy (Saxophone)
   K.T. Srinivasa (Violin), T.R. Ramakrishnan (Mridangam) 1987(2)

3. Smt. Sheela Saraswamy (Vocal)
   K.S. Mani (Violin), M.S. Venkatesh (Mridangam) 1987(2)

4. T.R. Subramanyam (Vocal)
   Vasanth Kannan (Violin), Trichur Mohan (Mridangam) 1988(3)

5. M. Balamuralikrishna (Vocal)
   Purna Chandar (violin), B. Balasai (flute)
   Dara Appala Srinivas (mridangam) 1989(2)

6. N. Ramani (Flute)
   N. Muralidharan (Violin), S. Raja Rao (Mridangam) 1989(2)

7. Maharajapuram Santhanam & Srinivasan (Vocal)
   Nagai Muralidharan (Violin), Vellore Ramabadran (Mridangam) 1989(2)

8. Saroja & Lalitha (Bombay Sisters) (Vocal)
   M. Narasimhamurthi (Violin), T. Narendran (Mridangam)
   M. Govindarajan (Ghatam) 1989(3)

9. T.K. Govinda Rao (Vocal)
   N. Shashidhar (Violin), Satish Pathakota (Mridangam) 1990(2)

10. M. Balamuralikrishna & Pandit Bhimsen Joshi (Vocal)
    Solo & Jugalbandi
    Purna Chandar (Violin), M.L. Narayana (Mridangam)
    P. Walawalkar (Harmonium), Nana Mulay (Tabla)
    Madhav Gudi (Tanpura) 1990(3)

11. Lalgudi Srinath Brahmanandam (Violin)
    Prakash Rao (Mridangam) 1990(2)
12. U. Srinivas (Mandolin) 1990(2)  
Sikkil Bhaskaran (Violin), Palghat Raghu (Mridangam)

13. Rudraptanam Brothers (Vocal) 1991(2)  
M. Nagaraj (Violin), V. Praveen (Mridangam)

Raghavendra Rao (violin), Dara Appala Srinivas (Mridangam)  
Anuradha Chaurasia (tanpura), Madan Misra (tabla)

15. Nedunuri Krishnamurthi 1991(2)  
Thiruparkadal S. Veeraraghavhan (Violin), Umayalpuram K. Sivaraman (Mridangam)

16. N. Ramani (Flute) 1992(2)  
Kanyakumari (Violin), Guruvar Dorai (Mridangam)

17. Sudha Raghunathan (Vocal) 1992(3)  
V. V. Ravi (Violin), T. Vaidyanathan (Mridangam)

18. T.N.Seshagopalan (Vocal) 1992(2)  
G. Chandramouli (Violin), Neyveli Narayanan (Mridangam)

19. Trichur V. Ramachandran (Vocal) 1992(2)  
V. V. Ravi (Violin), S. V. Raja Rao (Mridangam)

20. Lalgudi G. Jayaraman, G.J.R. Krishnan 1993(2)  
& J. Vijayalakshmi (Violin)  
Trichy Sankaran (Mridangam), Vinayakram (Ghatam), V. Nagarajan (Khanjira)

21. U. Srinivas (mandolin) 1993(2)  
P. S. Ramamurthy (Violin), K. V. Prasad (Mridangam)

22. K.V.Narayanaswamy (Vocal) 1993(2)  
Nagai Muralidharan (Violin), Vellore Ramabhadran (Mridangam)

23. Vijay Siva (Vocal) 1993(2)  
Shriram Kumar (Violin), J. Vaidyathanathan (mridangam)

24. C. Chittibabu (Veena) 1994(2)  
N. Somayajulu (Mridangam), U.K. Narayanaswamy (Ghatam)

25. Ravi Kiran (Chitravina) 1994(2)  
P. Sunder Rajan (Violin), Vellore Ramabhadran (Mridangam)

26. T.V. Sankaranarayanan (Vocal) 1994(2)  
T.K.V. Ramanujacharyulu (Violin), B. Harikumar (Mridangam)

27. T. N. Bala (Vocal) 1994(2)  
Sashidhar (Violin), Balachander (Mridangam) & Murali (Khanjira)

28. S.P. Ramh (Vocal) 1994(2)  
Shashidhar (Violin), Satish Pathakota (Mridangam)

29. Charumathi Ramachandran (Vocal) 1994(2)  
M.S. Anantharaman (Violin), Skandaprasad (Mridangam)

30. Bombay Jayashri (Vocal) 1995(2)  
Vittal Ramamurthy (Violin), Palani Chakravarthy (Mridangam)

31. Sowmya (Vocal) 1995(2)  
Narmada (Violin), Balaji (Mridangam)

32. Sanjay Subramaniam (Vocal) 1995(2)  
R.K. Sriramkumar (Violin), K. Arun Prakash (Mridangam)

33. Vani Satish (Vocal) 1995(2)  
Satish (Violin), Mahesh Krishnamurthy (Mridangam)

34. Nithyasree (Vocal) 1996(2)  
Embar Kannan (Violin), Siva Kumar (Mridangam)

35. M.S. Sheela (Vocal) 1996(3)  
Nalina Mohan (Violin), Anoor Ananthakrishna Sharma(Mridangam)  
Sukanya Ramgopal (Ghatam)

36. Jayanthi & Padmavathi (Veena Duet) 1996(2)  
Thiruvurar Vaidyanathan (Mridangam)

37. Shashank (Flute) 1996(2)  
Gopinath (Violin), Satish Kumar (Mridangam),  
Tripunithura Radhakrishnan (Ghatam)

38. O.S. Thyagarajan (Vocal) 1997(3)  
Srikanth Venkataraman (Violin),Srimushnam Raja Rao (Mridangam)

39. Balaji Shankar 1997(2)  
Ganesh Prasad (Violin), Poongulam Subramaniam (Mridangam)

40. T.N. Krishnan &Viji Krishnan Natarajan (Violin) 1997(2)  
B. Harikumar (Mridangam), Vaikkam R. Gopakrishnan (Ghatam)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Artists</th>
<th>Year(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Kadri Gopalananth (Saxophone)</td>
<td>1997(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kanyakumari (Violin), Guruvayur Durai (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>N. Ramani (Flute)</td>
<td>1998(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Srikanth Venkataraman (Violin), Srimushnam Rajara (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>Lalgudi G.J.R. Krishnan (Violon)</td>
<td>1998(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vellore Ramabhadran (Mridangam), V. Nagarajan(Kanjira)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>Sanjay Subrahmanyam (Vocal)</td>
<td>1998(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Ananthakrishnan (Violin), Palghat Raghu (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>T.M. Krishna (Vocal)</td>
<td>1998(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bombay Gayathri (Violin), K.Arun Prakash (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>N. Ravikiran (Chitravina)</td>
<td>1998(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A. Ananthakrishnan (Violin), Master Anand (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>Neyvely Santhanagopalan (Vocal)</td>
<td>1999(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delhi Sundararajan (Violin), Srimushnam Rajara (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>Mysore Nagaraj and Manjunath (Violin)</td>
<td>1999(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thiruvurar Bhaktavatsalam (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>Sikkil Mala Chandrasekhar (Flute)</td>
<td>1999(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H.N. Bhaskar (Violin), M. Suresh (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>T.N. Seshagopalan (Vocal)</td>
<td>2000(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jayasankaran Bala (Violin), Vaidyanathan (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>Maharajapuram Ramachandran (Vocal)</td>
<td>2000(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Chandramouli (Violin), Kumbakonam Ganesh (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>M.S. Gopalakrishnan &amp; Narmada (Violin)</td>
<td>2000(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T. Bhaktavatsalam (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>Priya Sisters, Hari Priya &amp; Shankunukhapriya</td>
<td>2000(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Raghavendra Rao (Violin), J. Vaidyanathan (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>Mysore Nagaraj &amp; Manjunath (Violin)</td>
<td>2001(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Srimushnam Raja Rao (Mridangam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>M.S. Sheela (Vocal)</td>
<td>2001(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radhika Mani (Violin), A. R. Dattatreya Sharma (Mridangam), V. Kashinath (Kanjira), Rudrapatnam Sathyakumar (Ghatam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>P. Unnikrishnan (Vocal)</td>
<td>2001(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>